Performance Powder, Inc.

New Part Form 4100

Customer Name_______________________Contact_________________________
The following information is needed to properly quote and process your order. Please print
and fill out this form or provide the below information on your purchase order. For repeat
orders, we only need Item Name and Quantity on your purchase order.
1. Have we ever coated this part before?
YES NO
2. Color?
_____________________________________________
3. Identify the Item Name (What is the part called?) _______________
4. Description, basic dimensions
______________
5. Qty
______________
6. Quality Criteria
A
B
C
D
7. Circle one.
Interior
Exterior
Coastal Environment □
8. Use of product: __________________________________________
9. Packaging Requirements ____________________________________
10. Will this part be coated again in the future? YES NO
11. Blue Print, Picture or Drawing with basic dimensions, masking and critical cosmetic
surfaces noted must accompany the order.
Please provide critical surface drawing with basic dimensions/masking requirements/critical
cosmetic surfaces (CS) and overspray okay (OS OK) in the box below or attach pdf.
See back of this form for example of critical surface drawing.
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For repeat orders, we will only need to know what the part was called, quantity
and if there is a different color required.
#6
a.
b.
c.
d.

#11

Quality Criteria based on A,B,C,D (A being perfect).
A = Must look perfect, no inclusions allowed on noted surface/surfaces.
B = 1 Inclusion per square foot of surface area.
C = Can have several small inclusions per square foot of surface area.
D = Functional Coating, cosmetic is not a concern (over Hot Dipped Galvanized or Me

Example of Critical Surface Drawings showing what the end customer
sees as noted by CS (Critical Surfaces)
OS OK (Overspray Okay)

